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Comments/Suggestions:
1. I feel safe
and included
while at
Blazing
Trails.

Always! - 32







I feel happy in B.T. because everyone plays with me and I am safe/included.
You guys are doing a great job.
The teachers should be less nice!  Ha, Ha, just joking! You guys are great.
Love the games with Blackie.
I really like the options you let us have. You make me feel at home at B.T.
Keep doing what you’re doing.

 Mostly - 64


I think the kids should have more freedom.

 Kind of - 8



A teacher should be around and look for problems and talk to the people in a fight – separate
and then let them be together but without a teacher and check later.
I wish people would calm down.

 Not really -2
Never - 0
2. If I have
a problem
at BT
it is handled
in a way that
makes me
feel better.

 Yes! - 53










You guys are doing a great job.
None, you do your best.
Love the games with Blackie.
You could give us Nap time or quiet time with the lights off which will be a choice rather
than going outside.
None, I like it here.
Building with blocks that make contraptions, etc.
I like B.T.
More Pokemon and [Dungeons & Dragons].
Get more Nancy Drew books please

Mostly - 17



I don’t usually have problems at BT but if it’s small I let it go and when it has been big I talk
with Rita until it is resolved and then I feel better.
I think sometimes you should let kids work it out on their own.

 Kind of - 13


I like when they tell me jokes and funny stuff.

Could be better - 1


I wish people would calm down.

 No - 2



Going outside is a terrible prize for 100 stones. (stones go into a jar at study time for 2nd
graders and above when they demonstrate positive behaviors).
[Another kid] keeps doing weird stuff to me and I don’t like it. (This child also circled
Mostly)

3. This is how I feel about…
Great
1. Rita
58
2. Jennifer
52
3. Dena
47
4. Blackie
82
5. Mckinsey
71
6. Christy
71
7. Chelsea
75
8. Andy
65
9. Molly
64
10.Rosie
73
11. Anita
57
12. Margy
60

OK
29
18
31
9
19
16
16
26
21
18
19
21

Bad
2
11
1
2
3
1
2
1

Not sure
4
22
8
2
2
3
1
3
8
5
16
13

If you answered Great can you tell us why?




















Because they all help us out and are nice to us [Rita, Blackie, Christy, Andy, Molly, Rosie]
For Andy, he’s sharing thoughts and I’m sharing thoughts to him (Pokemon). Rosie: It’s because I love her.
Blackie: because I like to play games. Dena: because I like playing her games.
Rita - Nice, Jennifer - Helps, Dena - Helps, Blackie - Funny, Mckinsey - Nice, Christy - Funny, Chelsea Funny, Andy - Helps, Molly - Helps, Rosie - Has great projects, Anita - OK because I do not know her, and
Margy – Creative.
I like the teachers and what they do.
Everyone is pretty nice and is fun to be around. I feel I know everyone that works here pretty well.
Most of the teachers are nice and kind and protect us and let us have fun.
All the teachers are great.
Because they do great projects [except Blackie – OK, and Andy –OK].
Because I feel safe around them [except Dena – OK]
All of them listen to me but also other. P.S. wish there was a bff section.
Great: Blackie because he does games and he makes up nicknames. Mckinsey because she is really nice.
Chelsea because she lets me help out in snack, and Andy because he is nice and does D & D which is really
fun!
All marked Great – Because you guys are great.
Jennifer is great because she’s nice and can solve problems. Blackie is nice and if somebody that doesn’t
know how to play a game he explains it. Margy is nice and great to hang out with.
I like Christy because she always has fun on her hands and when I come she greets me with a friendly “Hello
Iris!” or “Hi!” I like Chelsea because she’s always nice and kind. I like Rosie because she is a good and has a
nice personality. I like Anita because she has a nice personality and makes me feel like I am at a birthday
party! I like Margy because she is the best story teller in the world!
Because Blackie’s super fun, Christy’s really nice, and Anita was really nice and gave us jellybeans.
Blackie’s awesome.
























I think the teachers are very nice and handle problems well.
I put a check by Rita because she lets us make bead creations and that is very cool. Jennifer is always working
in the office. Dena is always on top of dealing with problems and good at it too. Blackie always is open for
new games and there are always good games. If someone wants to play Mancalla [Mckinsey] always wants to
play. Christy is really good at making people laugh and I can’t do any more because I don’t have space.
very organized in activities and know what they are doing. (Jennifer and Dena – OK, Everyone else –
Great)
All of the teachers here always have really fun things planned and they make BT feel friendly and warm every
day I come. (All marked Great except Dena, Blackie, Rosie, Anita, Margy – Not sure, and Christy – left blank.
I answered Great for Blackie because he makes great games. I chose ‘Great’ because I think they do amazing
[except Andy – OK]
I feel like everyone is always nice to me and everyone else!
Blackie is Great because he comes up with new games
Jennifer is just so fun with other people! Blackie lets us play so many games! Mckinsey brings us out to the
bus! Chelsea gives us snack pretty much every day! Andy lets us play with his Pokémon cards! and brings us
to gym.
I think the teachers are very nice and handle problems well.
None of them are mean and all of them are nice! Everyone is great just the way they are!
I love all the teachers.
I like Raccoon reading because Christy reads to us.
I did Great a lot [Rita, Jennifer, Blackie, Mckinsey, Chelsea, Anita and Margy] because I like how they treat
me and other people.
Because you’re great teachers and you help people and play with people.
Because you guys are great.
I think BT is great because of dodgeball.
All of the teachers here do a great job.
Because they are nice and kind, they are great teachers and help me solve my problems [except Dena – Bad,
and Jennifer –Not sure.]
They are nice and fun! [except Rita & Andy – OK]
‘Cause I like BT.

If you answered Bad can you tell us why?









Dena is really strict and sometimes it is perfectly safe what we’re doing but she still tells us to stop.
For the three I answered ‘Not sure’ that was because I don’t be near them a lot and I don’t know them. For the
one I said ‘Bad’ was because [Dena] is very strict and a lot of time makes us go over the rules in the ‘handsup’ and she is just really annoying.
Mckinsey sends me to the office – Blackie sends me to the office.
Dena because she never lets us do anything at recess and if we break a rule she yells at us.
[Christy] because I wanna be a part of the raccoon readers.
The bad one I circled is because [Dena] doesn’t handle problems well with bigger kids and she always gets me
in trouble and takes my privileges.
Dena can be strict.

4. I come to BT

before school: 1-2 days a week - 9 ,

3 to 5 days a week -

15 .

5.This is how I feel about…
A.Free Time in the Den
B. The Movement Activity
C. Teacher-Led Activity
D. The Meeting
E. Snack

Great
31
20
21
14
32

OK
9
12
12
19
7

Bad
0
1
2
6
0

Don’t go
0
8
5
1
1

Comments/Suggestions:
 For the movement Activity I think there should be other things than just Dodge ball – it gets pretty boring.
 Dodgeball is fun.
 Good.
 I like the movement activity and the meeting but they can get loud.
 No meeting, teachers in room announce the options to kids and get attention by changing the light.

6. I come to BT after

school: 1-2 days a week - 14 ,

7. This is how I feel about…
A. Snack
B. Recess
C. Independent Study (2nd grade +)
D. Lynx Homework Time (5th -7Tth )
E. Blackie’s Gentle Gym - 3:45
F. Raccoon Reading (K/1)
G. 4:30 Meeting
H. Project/Activity
I. Burrow Choice
J. Blackie’s Game-4:30
K. Free Time in the Den
L. Den Kid-led Activities

Great
67
67
22
7
55
18
38
52
39
49
65
24

OK
16
17
22
3
9
4
31
19
30
16
13
24

3 to 5 days a week Bad
0
2
1
0
2
3
15
1
3
1
0
4

51.

Don’t go [*or Can’t go]
3
1
8*
21*
15*
6*
1
13
11
16
6
31

Comments/Suggestions:
 I love everything but maybe you can make the meeting more interesting.
 C. & G.. - Bad – I plead the fifth.
 Games awesome.
 I suggest you serve tea but I think you should do tea from around the world!
 Hard time finding things in Den – need labels - more projects in Den.
 I love all the teachers.
 Sometimes I will be having fun and Dena will tell us to stop and then it is not as fun. Sometimes in the 4:30 meeting
kids don’t get quiet. Sometimes I go to the project if I think it is fun.
 I like Raccoon Reading because Christy reads to us.
 I like Blackie’s game. It is a lot of fun.
 Meetings could be shorter.
 A. Sometimes, B. Always, C. Can’t, D. Can’t, E. I love it, F. Fine, G. Sometimes, H. sometimes, J. Mostly, K.
sometimes.
 Maybe we can make the meetings shorter because I feel like it is hard to sit still for that long and it would be good if we
could just say the options and then dismiss, I think that would also help the side conversations stop.
 I think that there should be more recess and one more couch.

